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t is estimated that Apple sells an iPad every three
seconds! Over 3 million have been sold as of this
writing (July 2010). I pre-ordered mine in April.

One of the first things I did when I received my iPad
was to download a book from the iStore. I paid
$12.99 and started reading right away. Then I
downloaded some free apps, most of which were
OK, but I also paid to download some other, more
useful apps. Soon after that I downloaded a movie to
watch on the plane to Florida where I used the iPad
to keep up with my email while attending an industry
conference. Since then, I have downloaded many
more books, movies, apps, and music.
If my activity is typical of other iPad users, then
Apple has just invented a machine to print money…
money for Apple and money for all the developers,
publishers, musicians, etc. who sell products via the
iPad.
iPad – What’s It Good For?
Can the pharmaceutical industry make money from
the iPad too? Or, rather, can pharma marketers use
the iPad in their campaigns to help improve sales,
physician education, and disease awareness?
There are three areas in which the pharmaceutical
industry might consider using the iPad:
1. Detailing (ie, use by sales force)
2. HCP marketing/communications
3. Consumer marketing
The first two depend on whether or not physicians
adopt the iPad for use at the point of care or at least
within their office settings. The third requires
adoption of the iPad by a significant number of
consumers that pharmaceutical companies are
interested in reaching (ie, current and potential users
of their products).
Surprisingly, there have already appeared several
apps specifically targeted to consumers. Most of
these have been upgrades from iPhone apps (see
“The iPad as a Pharma Marketing Platform”, below).
Undoubtedly, the consumer market will grow and
pharma will develop consumer marketing apps
specifically for the iPad. After briefly looking at some
pharma-sponsored consumer iPad apps, we’ll focus
on the use of iPad by pharma to reach healthcare
professionals.
The iPad as a Pharma Marketing Platform
"DTC marketers can't afford the luxury of waiting to
see how many people purchase an iPad they have to
start experimenting with app development and
marketing NOW," says Rich Meyer over at World of
DTC Marketing Blog (see http://tinyurl.com/2ajmbe4).
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The best example of an iPad DTC app Meyer could
think of, however, was a cookbook for people with
diabetes. As if the world needed a new diabetes
cookbook!
I have an iPad and am enjoying it. I have even used
it when cooking—propped up on my kitchen counter
next to the chicken parts. But I used the browser to
find a recipe for BBQ ribs—there were hundreds to
choose from. I don't need an app for that. I assume
the Internet is also full of recipes suitable for people
with diabetes.
But Rich was probably thinking of something more
useful. Something like Sanofi-Aventis's GoMeals app
developed for the iPhone/iPad. Several pharmaceutical companies have upgraded apps they have
developed for the iPhone to also work with the iPad.
The “GoMeals” app is an example of this.
GoMeals
“GoMeals,” says the
promo on iTunes,
“allows you to search
thousands of foods and
dishes from popular
restaurants, grocery
stores and the items
you have in your own
kitchen to easily see
the nutritional value
(i.e. calories, carbohydrates, fats, protein,
etc.) of the foods you
eat. You may also track
your daily food intake
by saving food items to
your ‘Today's Plate’ on
the application's calendar. You can monitor
each day's caloric intake, as well as the distribution
of carbs, fats, and proteins. If you're going out to eat,
use the restaurant locator to easily find restaurants
nearby and browse their menu and the nutritional
information for the menu items to help support the
best choices for you. Everything you need to develop
a more nutritious eating plan is in one easy
application.”
MM&M noted that "Sanofi-Aventis [S-A] is promoting
GoMeals through outreach to diabetes bloggers as
well as tactical advertising, such as banners on
diabetes sites, and to the patient community through
third-party orgs. As of [December 2009] it was the
seventh-most-popular app in the free health and
fitness section of Apple's iTunes Store."
Continues…
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I downloaded GoMeals for my iPad and used it to
find restaurants in my area. You can compare the
nutritional value of different restaurant menus and
keep track of your own meals. It's very useful for
everyone, not just for people who have diabetes.
Yet the GoMeals app has little if any marketing ROI
for S-A. The application links only to the US corporate site.
GoMeals, however, is only one part of an overall
marketing plan to position S-A as a player in the
diabetes area. The “GoInsulin” YouTube channel,
which S-A launched in February, 2009, may have
been another part. The channel featured testimonial
videos and links to GoInsulin.com, a companion
website. That channel, however, was recently shut
down by S-A indicating a shift in tactics.
More Consumer Apps
Geoff McCleary, a mobile and tablet computing
expert and vice president of strategy for imc2 health
& wellness, suggested the following consumeroriented apps for the iPad that pharma marketers
should develop:
• Weekly/monthly health eMagazine for disease
state information
• 3D, touch interactive MOAs for disease or
treatment education
• Branded support program materials delivered
weekly or daily
• Social media-based content for brands or
disease groups
How much disease state information can a monthly
eMagazine publish and how would an iPad app be
better than opening your email and a browser? Do
we need an app for that?
How about a "3D, touch interactive" MOA animation
for Viagra or YAZ? Now those are pharma apps I'd
like to see on my iPad!
You can find McCleary's white paper, "Considering
the Apple iPad™ for Pharma Marketing," which has
other ideas for apps—including physician-oriented
apps—here: http://bit.ly/cASOqr.
Opening Doors to Physicians
It may take some time before consumer use of the
iPad scales up to a point that interests pharmaceutical companies, but physicians seems to be
rapidly adapting the iPad for use at work. John
Moore, a contributor to The Health Care Blog, hinted
that the iPad would be a game changer in healthcare
(see “The iPad in Healthcare: A Game Changer?”;
http://bit.ly/czZrOV):
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“… based on initial impressions of physicians… and
our own limited experience,” said McCleary, “the
iPad is pretty incredible and could usher in a whole
new approach to healthcare IT (interfacing to and
interacting with an EMR/EHR system) that may result
in physicians adopting and using such technology,
willingly.”
Many Physicians Plan to Buy It
“Is the iPad just what the doctor ordered?” asked
Katherine Hobson on the Wall Street Journal Health
Blog. Hobson quoted data from an Epocrates survey
that said 1 in 5 physicians plan to purchase an iPad
within the first year of its release (see “Doctors and
Health-Care Pros, Could the iPad Rock Your
World?”; http://bit.ly/c6toF3). Physician blogs and
Twitter accounts have abundant evidence that
physicians are early adopters of the iPad and many
are using it for work purposes (see the “iPad for
Health and Pharma” Forum; http://bit.ly/9w2udJ).
Smartphones (such as iPhones and BlackBerries)
are quickly becoming a way of life for medical
professionals; 62% of specialists and 55% of PCPs
report having one, and roughly 85% to 90% of those
who have them are using them for Internet and for
email reports Knowledge Networks, which surveyed
11,000 physicians (see “Survey of nearly 11,000
doctors shows strong adoption of electronic health
records, other digital technologies”;
http://bit.ly/cpMeec).
iPad for eDetailing
The survey also showed that 17% of PCPs and 18%
of specialists who have smartphones are using them
for e-detailing and higher proportions, 29% of PCPs
and 24% of specialists use them to participate in online surveys.
"Marketers must adjust to the needs of plugged-in,
increasingly busy doctors in everything they do—
from the platforms they use for messaging to the
time they expect to have with prescribers," said Jim
Vielee, Senior Vice President at Knowledge
Networks. "Health care professionals are embracing
new technologies that promise more control and
convenience; we cannot help but see a connection
between the use of smartphones for e-detailing and
an anticipated drop in time spent with sales reps.
These trends seem destined to magnify as health
care reform takes effect, creating dramatic upswings
in doctors' case loads."
It seems logical that more HCPs will participate in
eDetails especially designed for the iPad due to its
bigger screen and other features. This is even more
likely as more apps like DrChrono are developed for
point-of-care use by phsyicians (see box, next pg).
Continues…
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DrChrono.com Featured on
Pharma Marketing Talk Radio
by Christian Bonawandt
Recently, DrChrono.com Co-Founders Michael
Nusimow and Daniel Kivatinos were guests on
the radio blog show Pharma Marketing Talk.
Host John Mack asked about how and why
doctors are using the iPad in the exam room.
Here are some highlights:
Eye contact. Michael noted that when a doctor
makes eye contact with a patient, the patient
reports greater satisfaction in the experience.
Eye contact is also associated with better care
results.
A complete solution. When asked about how
the EMR fits in with DrChrono.com’s practice
management, Michael assured that it is part of
a complete solution, and informed John that not
only is the app free to download, but all
customers receive a complimentary iPad when
they sign up for the service.
Saving lives. Many of the features of the
DrChrono.com iPad EMR app are built not just
around more effective and efficient
doctor/patient interaction, but with the
intention of reducing errors and saving lives.
Among them, Michael noted, is the inclusion of
photos for each patient appointment, so that
doctors know that they are pulling up the right
chart for the right patient. In addition, Michael
revealed that the company is set to roll out a
new electronic prescription feature. While the
adoption rate of these programs remains low,
said Michael, eRx is clinically proven to save
lives but eliminating errors resulting from
misinterpretation of handwritten prescriptions.
Opportunity for pharmaceutical marketing.
Pointing out that the core target audience for
his program is pharmaceutical marketing, he
asked where lie the opportunities for this
industry. Daniel responded opportunities
abound, pointing to Apple’s iAds, which is
touted as offering a really good user
experience. These could display while the
doctor is filling the prescription. Daniel called
iAds a game changer, giving the user more
control over the interaction with the ad in
addition to being far less intrusive than
tradition web advertising.

To hear the full interview, click here:
http://bit.ly/chjpgb
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Is It Just Another Tablet Device?
Some experts are positioning the iPad as just
another tablet device, with which the pharma industry
has had some experience, especially in sales. In
fact, many experts believe the iPad is not suitable for
use by healthcare professionals.
In support of the view that “Healthcare Wants a
Tablet, But Not Apple’s iPad,” Chris Thorman, Senior
Marketing Manager at Software Advice, reported on
a survey of 178 physicians, nurses, medical students
and healthcare IT professionals his company
conducted in February, 2010, well before the iPad
was on the market (see http://bit.ly/9ZBEIO).
“[The iPad] lacks a large number of features that
healthcare professionals deemed important,” said
Thorman, “such as resistance to dust and hospital
fluids and disinfectants (the iPad does not have
sealed ports); fingerprint access to the system
(HIPAA compliance); barcode scanning (patient
safety); and an integrated camera (documenting
diagnosis). In fact, you could argue that the iPad’s
difficulty in being disinfected or kept clean of hospital
fluids is a deal breaker for healthcare workers.” This
conclusion is based on the results shown in Figure 1
(pg 5).
Some commenters to Thorman’s post offered
different opinions as to what is and what is not a
“deal breaker.”
“Concerns like infection control,” said one
commenter, “apply across the board to all of the
machines and is almost always an ‘add-on’ feature.”
In fact, the iPad has already been used in an
operating room during surgery. A team of doctors
from Kobe University medical center, Japan, posted
a video on YouTube showing how they used an iPad
as a display during surgery (see http://bit.ly/99cU7L).
They seemed to have solved the “problem” of
infection control. They should devise a better way to
prop up the device, however.
It appears that the iPad has some features that make
it different and more useful in many healthcare
settings than typical tablets. Richard L. Paula, MD,
CMIO at Tampa General, said “We tried to roll out
tablets in the ER before and they were a miserable
failure. They were unwieldy, heavy and the battery
life was awful. The iPad solves those problems” (see
“When it comes to apps, iPad is untouchable”;
http://bit.ly/cWmzT5).
There is evidence, therefore, that no matter what
features the iPad may lack, there appears to be a
real interest among physicians to use the device in
their workflow.
Continues…
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Figure 1. Physician “Must Have” Features of a Tablet. Source: Software Advice (see http://bit.ly/9ZBEIO).
Does No Flash Mean No eDetailing?
There are several ways that pharmaceutical
marketers can take advantage of the iPad once it
becomes widely adopted by physicians. Some
pharmaceutical companies may even consider giving
iPads to their sales reps for use in detailing (see “Is
Pharma Blocking or Supporting iPad Use by Sales
Reps?”, pg 6).
There are, however, some roadblocks. According to
Darcy Kelly writing for the “what’s your digital IQ”
Blog, “the iPad is not the right tablet for rep e-detailing” because of the iPad’s lack of support for Adobe
Flash (see “Should I buy the iPad for my sales
reps?”; http://bit.ly/dbzpVi).
“Many e-detailing platforms (e.g. Segue, SFX) run
Flash at the application layer,” saiys Kelly. “That
Flash app renders the e-detail content at the
presentation layer (i.e. shows it on screen). As my
colleagues have noted, the iPad does not support
Flash player. You’ll have to build the e-detail content
as an Apple app. Then, train reps on how to plan,
and deliver, presentations in app format. Want tablet
metrics? Too bad. Apple owns that data, not you.”
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The iPad’s lack of support for Flash is a serious
impediment for companies that have a large
investment in flash scripts that run their applications
and animations. But you have to ask yourself, Is
Steve Jobs right when he criticizes Flash as a
deadend technology that will be replaced by HTML
5.0 (see “Thoughts on Flash”; http://bit.ly/aG8st2)?
Meyer advised his pharma readers to “Eliminate
FLASH and convert any flash content into HTML 5.0.
Flash is on the way out thanks in large part to
Apple’s iPad. Even Microsoft is endorsing HTML 5”
(see “Should doctors use social media?”;
http://bit.ly/bj364d).
According to McCleary, “the iPad offers a number of
advantages over the Tablet PC while retaining the
majority of the core capabilities of a CLM [Closed
Loop Marketing] system.” These advantages include:
• Lightweight (1.5 pounds and 0.5 inch thin)
• Relatively large display screen (9.7 inch)
Continues…
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• Entry-level price point (costing one-third what a
tablet PC costs)
• Easy-to-develop apps using Apple’s software
developers kits
• Cost-effective deployment of apps through the
iTunes store
“Apps built to facilitate rep detailing of interactive
content to an HCP,” says McCleary, “will have the
same potential as a CLM system to track presentation trends and audiences, with significantly less
development time and cost.”
Although under Apple’s Enterprise developer license,
pharmaceutical companies can privately distribute
apps to up to 500 devices within a company, thus
avoiding hosting sensitive apps on iTunes where
everyone—including competitors—can download
free apps, this may not be adequate for very large
field forces. Hopefully, however, pharma companies
may be able to work out special arrangements with
Apple to overcome this limitation.
iAds for Pharma?
Shortly after the launch of the iPad, Apple’s CEO
Steve Jobs announced iAds—a new mobile advertising platform for the iPhone/iPad—after declaring
that “most [mobile advertising] sucks. If you look at
advertisements on a phone,” said Jobs, “it’s not like
on a desktop. On a desktop, it’s about search. On
mobile, search hasn’t happened. People aren’t
searching on their phones. People are spending their
time in apps.”
Jobs characterized iAds as balancing the interactivity
of a Fash ad with emotional appeal of video/TV.
iAds, however, are developed using HTML 5 rather
than Flash and unlike other mobile ads, iAds do not
kick users out of the applications that carry the ads.
This may be especially important for pharma ads
targeted to physicians running point-of-care apps
such as Dr. Chrono’s EMR app.
Essentially, an iAd is an app within an app. It can
include streaming video, games, etc. and links to all
the functionality that are available to other iPhone/
iPad apps. To get a better idea of the possibilities,
view Apples’s iAd Demo Video here:
http://bit.ly/cG8uwB
iAds promise “to be a really great experience for
users,” said Daniel Kivatinos, COO and Co-Founder
of DrChrono.com, during a recent Pharma Marketing
Talk interview (listen to the audio podcast of this
interview here: http://bit.ly/chjpgb). “I see that as a
game changer because it's a different type of ad.
iAds give the user a lot more control and do not
intrude by popping up.”
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Is Pharma Blocking or Supporting
iPad Use by Sales Reps?
"Has anyone had any luck getting the iPad to
connect to J&J email system," asks an
anonymous sales rep on the J&J IT board of
CafePharma. "My iPhone connects perfectly
and I believe that the iPad should work just
the same way. However, even with exactly
the same settings it isn't working for me..."
"I called helpdesk," said another poster, "he
said iPads, Android, and a few other things
are blocked at a device family level from
activesynching. Didn't say why."
On the Easi discussion board, another
anonymous poster said "I heard that we are
getting new ipads for e-detailing. Great now
we have 2 systems for inventory and 2
systems for account management. I better be
able to dowload some games and it better
have a decent battery. Prob nope on the last
2 requests."
In response was this post: "Who wants an
Eisai neutered iPAD? You know they will block
all downloads. No apps, movies, or music.
Screw that!"
On the other hand, it seems that Genentech
is providing iPads to its sales force: "iPads will
be overnighted to the entire sales force next
Tuesday," said an anonymous poster to the
Genentech board on June 8, 2010.
According to Quang Pham, CEO,
LathianHealth—an eDetailing company—iPads
definitely have a place in the future of
eDetailing. He was speaking at a MedAdNews
webinar on sales force effectiveness today.
Pham did mention, however, that many
eDetailing programs currently use Adobe
Flash, which is not supported by iPad. Yet the
low price point for iPads is a great incentive
for pharma to goose its eDetailing vendors to
develop programs specifically for the iPad.
In the same webinar, David Kerr, SVP
Business Development at PDI, Inc. (another
eDetailing company) wondered whether the
iPad was robust enough to be thrown around
in a sales rep's bag. I use the iPad Case (see
photo) to protect my iPad and have taken it
everywhere in my backpack without any
worries.
-- John Mack

Continues…
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Michael Nusimow, DrChrono.com CEO and CoFounder, added “I think in the medical world, there's
an opportunity [for iAds] to be much more focused
because … When you're doing physician billing and
[recording] clinical notes, you have a lot more
information. It will be interesting to watch the
regulatory environment,” noted Nusimow, “and see
how standards evolve. I could tell you from the
vendor point of view, you always have to do it in a
way that is palatable to the doctors and to the
patients and to government regulators … but there's
a lot of space there. There's going to be a huge
explosion and adoption of these devices, so it's really
a brand new area for marketing to physicians and
patients.”
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Personally, I believe in-app ads are annoying, but if
the app is valuable, I will put up with them. For
pharma, the hard part will be coming up with truly
useful apps.
Pharma Marketing News
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